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Dr. Komaroff
Ask Dr. K

Healthy
weight loss
for girl
ear Dr. K: My
15-year-old
daughter wants to
go on a diet. How
can I make sure
she stays healthy while
losing weight?
Dear Reader: My first
question is whether your
daughter really needs to go
on a diet. Before your teen
starts any weight-loss
program, talk with her
pediatrician, who can help
determine an ideal weight
for your teen and give her
guidance about dieting.
Many people (teens and
adults) view themselves as
overweight when, by
medical standards, they are
not. They will not get any
health benefits from losing
weight — though they may
think they will look better.
If your pediatrician
determines that your
daughter does need to lose
weight, remember that it
matters how she does it. As
nearly everyone knows,
you lose weight by burning
off more calories by your
physical and mental activity
than the calories you
consume in your diet.
But what many people
don’t know is that
reduced-calorie diets are
not necessarily healthy just
because they have fewer
calories. For example,
there are healthy and
unhealthy fats and
carbohydrates. If your
daughter’s low-calorie diet
contains mainly unhealthy
fats and carbs, that’s not
good — even if she loses
weight.
Let your teen know that
weight management is
about long-term success.
People who lose weight
quickly by crash dieting
almost always gain the
weight back. The best
weight-loss strategy is one
that your teen can maintain
for a lifetime.
Here are some simple
guidelines to help you and
your daughter to get things
started:
➤ Eat a healthy
breakfast every day. People
who eat breakfast actually
eat fewer calories during
the day.
➤ Drink four to eight,
8-ounce glasses of water
each day.
➤ Cut down or eliminate
soda, juice and sports
drinks.
➤ Switch from whole
milk to low-fat or skim milk.
➤ Eat less, more often.
Make sure your teen eats
three balanced meals each
day. Eating healthy snacks
in between meals will help
her eat smaller portions at
meals.
➤ Eat foods from each
food group every day,
including whole grains,
lean high-protein foods, and
at least five servings of
fruits and vegetables.
➤ Avoid fad diets and
diet pills. Substituting a diet
shake for a healthy meal
will not give your teen the
proper nutrients to grow.
Avoid diet pills, which may
have harmful side effects
for growing teens.
➤ Exercise will burn
calories and help your teen
to stay fit and be healthy.
➤ Don’t banish certain
foods. Eliminating specific
foods from your teen’s diet
is a sure way to make her
crave them even more.
➤ Teach your teen to
forgive herself if she does
slip.
Many parents worry that
if their teen diets, he or she
will develop an eating
disorder. Dieting alone
does not cause eating
disorders; they are very
complicated and the result
of many factors.
Make sure to encourage
healthy eating habits rather
than just weight loss.

D

Dr. Komaroff is a
physician and professor at
Harvard Medical School.
Go to his website to send
questions and get additional
information:
www.AskDoctorK.com.
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Changing habits
for a lifetime
Dieting not the answer for successful
long-term weight loss, surgeon says
By AMY E. WEST
Herald Staff Writer

Bev Schiavoni wasn’t the typical
patient walking into the office of a
weight-loss surgeon.
She wasn’t focused on losing
weight as much as removing 40
pounds of skin from dropping a
great deal of weight through nutrition and exercise.
Yet for Dr. Mark Vierra,

Schiavoni was just the kind of
patient he needed. Vierra, who
helps run the bariatric surgery
center at Community Hospital of
the Monterey Peninsula, wants
patients to understand that proper
nutrition and exercise are key to
keeping the weight off.
“He was my hero, and I was
his,” Schiavoni said.
Nutrition became integral to

Vierra’s treatment for his patients
when he started in metabolic surgery at Stanford University in 1990.
Many of his patients had a “complicated nutritional background” from
cancer treatments or injuries that
left them unable to absorb nutrients. He helped them gain weight
through nutritional counseling.
Please see Weight page AA3

COURTESY OF CHOMP

Dr. Mark Vierra is a board certified general
surgeon and specializes in bariatric surgery.

‘‘We want to preserve their independence. Gone are the days
when we needed to stay in bed to get better.”

Guidelines aimed
at low-risk women

— Dina Lipowich, head of nursing and geriatrics, Northwest Community Hospital

Age key
in testing
cervical
cancer
By LAURAN NEERGAARD
Associated Press

M. SPENCER GREEN/Associated Press

Patients Bob Landorf, left, and Anthony Pazzur walk the corridors of Northwest Community Hospital in Arlington Heights,
Ill., along a path marked with footprint decals every 10 feet. Northwest Community has a new program that pairs
patients with hospital volunteers who get patients up out of bed and moving. They also act as buddies.

STRONG AND HEALTHY
Hospitals aim to keep elderly patients in shape
By LINDSEY TANNER
Associated Press

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, Ill. — Bob
Landorf walked miles during his hospital stay, dragging his IV pole along,
too, on a mission to upend disturbing
statistics for patients his age.
At least one-third of hospital
patients older than 70 leave more frail
than when they arrived, and many
become too weak to go home. Nursing home care or rehabilitation often
are needed, and even then, research
suggests more than two-thirds remain
weaker a year after being in the hospital.
Elder-care experts challenge the
idea that this decline is an inevitable
part of growing old. They say conventional hospital care focusing on treating disease rather than preventing
frailty contributes to the problem.
‘‘Non-medical people say, ‘Grandma
went to the hospital with pneumonia
. . . and she was never the same
again,’ ’’ said Dr. Kenneth Covinsky, a
geriatrics specialist at UC San Francisco. ‘‘Pneumonia is a serious illness,
but it is treatable’’ and should not
leave patients disabled.
He and other advocates say

Dina Lipowich,
director of
Medical Nursing
and Inpatient
Geriatrics at
Northwest
Community
Hospital,
discusses the
hospital’s new
program that
pairs patients
with hospital
volunteers.
hospitals need to revamp oldfashioned models of patient care to
address the nation’s aging population
— from getting patients out of bed to
offering better food and homey surroundings.
‘‘Life has 100 percent mortality. But
if you can change the age at which
people lose function,’’ they may live
longer, better lives, said Covinsky,
who wrote about the issue recently in
the Journal of the American Medical
Association.
Some already are heeding the call,

heart device to prolong their
lives.
‘‘Patients may feel that the
treatment was worse than
the disease,’’ said Dr. Larry
Allen of the University of
Colorado Anschutz Medical
Center, who helped draft the
new advice.
One of his former patients
is an example: a 74-year-old
man too weak to go shopping or walk around his
neighborhood. He was so
miserable
that
doctors
thought he would feel better
Please see Heart page AA3

Please see Cervical page AA2

Please see Hospitals page AA3

Honest advice for heart patients
A heart device might save
your life but leave you miserable. That awful possibility is
the reason for new advice
urging doctors to talk more
honestly with people who
have very weak hearts and
are considering pumps,
pacemakers, new valves or
procedures to open clogged
arteries.
Too often, patients with
advanced heart failure don’t
realize what they are getting
into when they agree to a
treatment,
and
doctors
assume they want everything possible done to keep
them alive, says the new
advice, published Monday
by the American Heart Association and endorsed by
other medical groups.
It calls for shared decision

Dr. Jennifer Dorosz, left,
checks the pulse of Mary
Jane Eaton, 80, during her
visit to the University of
Colorado Anschutz Medical
Center in Aurora, Colo.

ED ANDRIESKI/Associated Press

making when patients face a
chronic condition that often
proves fatal and they need to
figure out what they really

want for their remaining
days. If they also have
dementia or failing kidneys,
the answer may not be a

On the Web
➤ Task force guidelines:
www.annals.org
➤ Cancer Society guidelines:
http://cacancerjournal.com

But if they choose the
newer Pap-plus-HPV option
and the results of both tests
are negative, the guidelines
conclude it’s safe to wait a bit
longer than previously recommended for the next cervical
check. That’s because certain
strains of HPV, the human
papillomavirus, cause most
cervical cancer, but the infection has to persist for a number of years to do its damage.
The cancer society already
said women 30 and older
could use both tests, but draft
recommendations issued last
fall by the task force, which
advises the government,
didn’t include that option.
The task force has since
reviewed additional evidence
and rewrote its final guidelines so that the medical
groups now agree.
The question is whether
doctors will follow the recommendations. Already, studies
have shown that too many
doctors are giving younger
women routine HPV tests,
contrary to long-standing
advice. Even patients have
wondered if it’s really OK not
to get a yearly screening.
It is, and better understanding of how cervical cancer
grows makes that clear, Dr.
Jeffrey Peipert, a gynecologist
at Washington University in
St. Louis, wrote in an editorial
in Annals of Internal Medicine assessing the guidelines.
‘‘More frequent screening
than recommended not only
offers no benefit, but it can
cause harm,’’ Peipert wrote.
He concluded: ‘‘We should
embrace the guidelines.’’
Cervical cancer grows so
slowly that regular Pap
smears — which examine
cells scraped from the cervix
— can find signs early

including the suburban Chicago hospital where Landorf was recently treated.
Intestinal discomfort sent Landorf
to Northwest Community Hospital in
Arlington Heights last month. Doctors
put the 74-year-old part-time chemist
on intravenous fluids and ran tests for
a suspected blockage. But they didn’t
confine him to bed.
Two hospital units have volunteers
who accompany patients on daily

By MARILYNN MARCHIONE
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Forget
one-size-fits-all advice: Guidelines out Wednesday give
women choices for cervical
cancer testing that depend on
their age.
Once recommended every
year, many major medical
groups have long said that a
Pap test every three years is
the best way to screen most
women, starting at age 21 and
ending at 65.
But starting at age 30, you
could choose to be tested for
the cancer-causing HPV virus
along with your Pap — and
get checked every five years
instead, say separate guidelines issued by the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force,
the American Cancer Society
and
some
other
organizations.
It’s not a requirement —
women 30 and over could
stick with the every-threeyears Pap and do fine, the
guidelines say.
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Weight
From page AA1

At the same time, he
started fielding patients who
wanted to lose weight
through surgery.
“I learned a lot about
weight control because of
studying the extremes,” he
said.
One-third of Americans
are obese, according to the
Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention. Though we
spend significantly more on
diet foods and diet programs
than other countries, “We
are getting fatter and fatter,”
he said.
The discrepancy indicates
dieting is not the answer to
weight control, Vierra said.
“Very few people on any
commercial diet program
lose weight and keep it off.”
That includes contestants
on the television program,
“The Biggest Loser.”
“I don’t like the idea of the
show because it emphasizes
weight loss in a hurry,” he
said. One winner came to
Vierra’s seminar because he
had regained the weight, he
pointed out.

Multiple issues
Hormonal control during
weight loss complicates
issues. For instance, if a
patient has an enormous
amount of the stomachproducing hormone called
ghrelin, they are typically
obese. However, ghrelin,
which is found to amplify the
feeling of being hungry, can
actually increase during
dieting.
Most dieters also hit a

Hospitals
From page AA1

walking sessions of at least
15 minutes, their course
marked by footprint decals
on hallway walls. Landorf
figures he did at least 20
laps daily during his stay.
His only complaint? ‘‘It
would be nice if they had
longer paths,’’ he said.
Doctors found no intestinal blockage and sent him
home after three days. Now
he’s back to working out
three times a week, just like
before his hospital stay.
Landorf thinks all that
walking helped keep him in
shape. The benefit is obvious, he said. ‘‘Any kind of
exercise you can get when
you’re bedridden is good.’’
Days of bed rest raise
chances for infection, can
slow recovery from common
conditions in the elderly
including pneumonia, and
contribute to surprisingly
rapid loss of muscle
strength in older patients.
Dina Lipowich, Northwest’s
head of nursing and geriatrics, said the hospital is evaluating whether the walking
program has reduced those
risks.
‘‘We want to preserve
their
independence,’’

plateau — once they reach a
certain weight, it’s an uphill
battle to lose more.
“The more weight you
lose, the harder it is to keep
that weight off,” Vierra said.
One study showed that six
weeks after subjects lost 10
percent of their body weight,
the
body’s
metabolism
slowed to burn 300 fewer calories. Without the extra
weight, the body requires
fewer calories and becomes
more efficient at burning
them.
This efficiency in metabolism is akin to switching from
a gas-guzzler to a hybrid.
Though the hybrid burns
less fuel, there is much less
power to help climb the hill
(i.e., shave off additional
pounds).
To get past that plateau,
people must not only cut
their calorie intake far more
than just 300 calories, but
also continually ramp up
their exercise program — a
discouraging prospect for
many dieters.
Kevin Hall, an obesity
researcher from the National
Institute of Diabetes and
Digestive and Kidney Diseases, illustrates this metabolic
dilemma through mathematics. He created a model
based on years of controlled
feeding studies to simulate a
more realistic picture of what
to expect when changing
one’s diet. He published his
research in The Lancet in
August 2011.
“We’ve known for decades
that if you cut the calories in
someone’s diet, their metabolism slows down,” Hall said.
The simulation takes into
account how metabolism
adapts during weight loss.
Lipowich said. ‘‘Gone are the
days when we needed to
stay in bed to get better.’’
Other hospitals, like Highlands Hospital in Birmingham, Ala., are changing standard mealtime practices to
keep patients from losing
weight. Busy staff may overlook whether patients eat,
said Dr. Kellie Flood, medical director of a special
elder-care unit at Highlands,
operated by the University
of Alabama at Birmingham.
One impediment is plastic
wrapping the food, often a
challenge for an older person’s arthritic hands. Flood
has enlisted college students
to help remove the wrappers. Volunteers sometimes
help feed patients, spending
time with them during
meals, making conversation
that often helps lonely older
people feel more like eating,
Flood said.
The program is modeled
after one at the University of
Texas Medical Branch in
Galveston, and Flood is evaluating whether the Alabama
program has improved
patients’ function or shortened hospital stays.
She called it ‘‘one tiny
piece’’ of maintaining baseline functioning.
The
elder-care
units
where such efforts occur are
one of the best-known

Weight-loss talk
For people who are considering a surgical approach to
weight loss and improved health, Dr. Mark Vierra offers a
free monthly lecture on the biological basis for obesity,
strategies for weight loss and surgical options.
When: 7 to 8:30 p.m. the first Thursday of each month
Where: Main conference room at Community Hospital of the
Monterey Peninsula, 23625 Holman Highway, Monterey
Information: 649-0808

On the Net
➤ The National Institute of Health’s simulator can be found at
http://bwsimulator.niddk.nih.gov/. This simulation is developed
as a research tool and not meant to be a weight-loss guide for
the public.

By plugging in sex, age,
weight, height, and answering questions about physical
activity, the model predicts
what realistic changes of diet
or exercise are needed to
achieve the goal weight. And
more importantly what to do
permanently to maintain that
weight loss,” Hall said.
He notes that people are
successful in short-term
weight loss (most of it as
water weight), but fail to
maintain that loss over time.
His model also upsets the
dieting rule of thumb that
even his own institution prescribes, which states a daily
500-calorie
restriction
equates to losing a pound a
week, and that this type of
loss should continue. Not
only does this approach overestimate weight loss, but it
fails to address how to sustain that weight. Weight loss
is not linear, he explains, but
gradually slows over time.
With variations in people’s
activity levels, percentage
and location of body fat, initial weight, etc. . . it can get
complicated, Hall said.
models of geriatric hospital
care, typically featuring specialists, nurses, physical
therapists and other staffers
who collaborate to keep
older patients from becoming frail.
Often there is carpeting,
special lighting or curtains
to make older patients feel
more at home. But the concept also involves challenging standard practices, from
bed rest and feeding methods to routine use of things
like urinary catheters that
can increase risk of infection
and which studies have
shown are often needlessly
used in older patients.
Developed more than a
decade ago, the units have
been slow to catch on.
Fewer than 300 hospitals
have them, or less than 10
percent of the nation’s more
than 4,000 hospitals.
Startup costs, typically at
least $200,000, may be a key
reason, but these units can
save money in the long run,
said Dr. Kyle Allen, an eldercare expert who worked for
Summa Health System in
Akron, Ohio.
A comparison showed
that hospital stays for
patients in these settings
there were almost half a day
shorter than for those in
standard hospital units,
Allen said.

Instead of the 3,500 calories per pound, one can
expect to lose half the target
weight in a year, and achieve
the goal weight within three
years.
Though the simulator is
meant for researchers and
dietitians, Hall’s goal is to
develop it into a more publicfriendly tool that translates
the predicted calories into
actual foods. In the meantime, it gives people an idea
of whether their weight-loss
goals are reasonable.

Changing environments
Vierra notes the success of
his patients who lost weight
without surgery — they
changed their environment,
and left a lifestyle that perpetuated unhealthy habits.
Making
critical
life
changes comes not only with
restructuring our environment, such as changing jobs,
he said, but being aware of
the ubiquitous processed
food we consume that has a
“seductive secret sauce of
salt, fat and sugar.”

Heart
From page AA1

with a ‘‘mini artificial heart’’
— a $100,000 left ventricular
assist device to make his
heart pump better.
‘‘Even if it goes well, people are left with an electrical
cord coming out of their belly’’ and a higher risk of
stroke and bleeding from the
nose or throat, Allen said.
The man suffered bleeding
problems, needed a breathing machine and spent 10
weeks in the hospital. He and
his wife hated that his device
kept him tethered to a power
supply or gave him only a
few hours of freedom on battery power. Some models
last longer.
‘‘They came to us a couple
months after he went home

MONTEREY
PERIPHERAL NEUROPATHY
SUPPORT GROUP

Schiavoni did just that.
Weighing 440 pounds in
her early 50s, she faced the
prospect of dying. And that
woke her up.
“I wanted to see my grandkids grow up,” she said.
Now at 70 and 250 pounds
lighter, she attributes this
loss to a change in lifestyle,
food, and getting a golden
retriever.
Casey, her walking partner
of 13 years, accompanied
Schiavoni two or three miles
each day — and didn’t allow
her to skip walking him.
“ I walked real early in the
morning, because I am lazy
about exercise. If I don’t do it
then I will find a 101 excuses
why not to do it,” she said. “If
you just get out there and do
it, then it’s out of the way for
the day.”
Though her dog passed
away last year, she continues
to walk among the early
morning exercisers who tell
her, “You don’t look right
without your dog.”
With the encouragement
of Weight Watchers and
their recipes, she learned to
alter the amount of food she
ate, never ate past 7 p.m.,
removed cake, candy and ice
cream from her diet,
switched to unfried fish and
chicken, and consumed
more fresh fruit and vegetables. Once she began taking
care of herself, she felt better
and even started shopping —
something that she hadn’t
done for many years.
Schiavoni discussed bariatric surgery at one point with
Vierra, though she noticed
that those who underwent
the procedure put the weight
back on. It may jump-start a
100- to 200-pound loss, but if

they don’t alter their lifestyle
to do what Schiavoni is
doing, it doesn’t matter, she
said. “I know Dr. Vierra
really stresses it, but I don’t
think people really hear it.”
What Schiavoni empathizes with most is that her
brain and the brain of those
who are overweight respond
very differently to food.
“Food is a serious addiction.
We have to eat to survive,”
she said.

and said his quality of life was
not what he wished’’ and
asked to have the pump
turned off, Allen said. The
man died about a year ago.
By contrast, former Vice
President Dick Cheney, 71,
has been living with a heart
assist device since the summer of 2010 and reports
‘‘doing well for now’’ in his
recent memoir. Cheney, who
had the first of five heart
attacks at age 37, proudly
shows off the long-life batteries he wears in a vest.
‘‘I’ve gotten used to the various contraptions that are
always with me, and I’m
working and traveling, I’ve
hunted a time or two, and I
have some fishing planned,’’
he wrote in his memoir
released last year.
More than 5 million Americans have heart failure, and

the number is growing as the
population ages. It occurs
when a heart becomes too
weak — because of a heart
attack, high blood pressure
or other condition — to
pump enough blood. Fluid
can back up into the lungs,
causing shortness of breath,
weight gain, fatigue and
swollen ankles.
Many high-tech treatments are available to treat
advanced disease. But they
usually don’t slow its progression, they just keep people from dying. And that
means living longer with
steadily worsening symptoms. Patients don’t often
understand that when they
agree to gadgets like a
$30,000 to $50,000 implanted
defibrillator, which shocks a
quivering heart back into
normal rhythm.

For Vierra, convincing
people about the ins and outs
of fast food frustrates him the
most.
“Making lunch or grabbing an apple and yogurt is
so much faster, so much
cheaper and so much healthier than going through a
drive-through,” he said.
Though many families
claim to not have time or
money to eat healthy, Vierra
said it only takes some
advance planning and simple
cooking. Learning to make a
healthy alternative to fast
food, such as a lentil stew for
$20, can feed a family for several meals.
Like his favorite food
author, Michael Pollan,
whose books Vierra suggests
his patients read, Vierra
pushes for eating local, nutritious whole foods. He, too,
would like to see subsidies
decrease for crops that are of
little nutritional value, such
as corn.
“We pay more attention to
how we feed our pets than
we do ourselves,” Vierra
said. “If there was Coca-Cola
and Captain Crunch for the
dog, you’d call the SPCA, but
we think it’s perfectly fine to
feed our children.”
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A Disease with Pain and Numbness of the Feet
Speaking:

Michael Schad

Edwin Deiparine, MD

ATTORNEY AT LAW SINCE 1983

Neuropathy from Physical Medicine
Rehabilitation Point of View

Free Consultation
Personal Service

FREE MEETING
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 21, 2012 at 10:30am
Monterey Presbyterian Church, Fellowship Hall
501 El Dorado St., Monterey
Info: Don 831-372-6959

Fast food dilema

GET A FRESH START
831-333-0313 • www.michaelschad.com

www.pnhelp.org

GRANITE
COUNTERTOP

SALE
starting at

59

$

/sq ft. installed*
[*35 sq ft minimum]

Included 10 year warranty sealer
Standard 1.5" edges, faucet holes, open electrical
boxes, and radius corners and no extra cost

COMPLETE COUNTERTOP
TEAR OUT PACKAGE

1595

$

Includes the following services:
• Demolition, tear out and
• Disconnection and
disposal of existing
reconnection of
countertops
appliances (range, oven,
• Plywood subtop installation
microwave, dishwasher,
and range hood)
• Sink set-up
• Drywall or sheetrock
• Plumbing disconnection,
repair/touch up
reconnection, and installation of new sink hood)

831.422-9900
1368 S. Main, St #C
in the Nob Hill Shopping Center
www.SVKB.com

GRANITE
COUNTERTOP

SALE

Herald-Dr. William Dodson 2x4 March 2012 Ad- IMPLANTS COUPON

STARTING AT

4900

$

SQ FT INSTALLED*
(Minimum 35 sq. ft.*)

COMPLETE COUNTERTOP
TEAR-OUT PACKAGE
FREE SINK AND FAUCET

1595

$

Includes the following services:
• Tear out and dispose of
existing countertops
• Install new plywood sub-top
• Installation of new sink
• Installation of new faucet
• Disconnect/reconnect
new garbage disposal

•
•
•
•
•

10-year sealer warranty
Standard 1.5” edges
Radius/bullnose corners
Drywall repairs
Disconnect/reconnect
all appliances

Winter Promotion Ends April 15th
Schedule today... 831.809.2041
License No. 925898

Why Pay More
D E N TA L

Implants
FREE

Consultation

32 Years of Implant Experience!
3URGICAL 0LACEMENT /NLY s /FFER EXPIRES -ARCH  

William F. Dodson DDS, FACP
“Creating generations of smiles in Monterey County for over 35 years.”

24551 Silver Cloud Court, Suite 202
.POUFSFZr
In the Laguna Seca Business Park off Highway 68

-ON 4HUR  AM  PM s &RI   NOON
www.williamdodsondds.com • dodson100@aol.com
Courtesy Insurance Billing • Financing Available

*

